
While Jake Prescott and his staff try to take some welldeserved time

off, a monster from their past awakens, triggering the murder and

mayhem memories of the past year. At that time, they had learned

that someone, or some organization, was trying to eliminate

scientists or anyone highlighting the global warming crisis. Slowly,

they realize that all the efforts and analysis they had accomplished in

the previous year might have been concentrated on the wrong

industry. Although some of the problems had been directed either by

or towards the petroleum industry, they suddenly learn the main

cause of global warming might be the animal-agriculture and meat-

growing industry. Jake Prescott and his beautiful girlfriend Sabrina

Wagner try to catch some sun and relaxation in Buenos Aires,

Argentina. Their plans for a romantic vacation are cut short when an

old school chum, Mateo Perez, contacts Jake. Working for the Buenos

Aires police and Interpol, Mateo is dealing with the environmental

resistance to the huge animal-agriculture industry. Jake joins forces

with Mateo but they are both sidetracked and stalled by the actions

of major Balkan drug cartels working in South America. Before long,

they are all involved in another dangerous game of cat and mouse

with a familiar enemy from Jake’s past, who is not only determined to

stop this talk about global warming, but is involved with major street

gangs and drug cartels . . . a game with deadly results.
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           As he bent over to pick up his wine glass, Jake barely felt the wind of a high

speed bullet as it passed within inches of his head. When the bullet hit the wine

decanter on the shelf above him, glass and wine exploded around him.

           “Everyone down!” he shouted, “This is it!”, and the entire gang went into their

planned survival mode with a mad scramble for shelter. Then silence. Everyone

froze, trying desperately not to make any noise as they listened for further attacks.

Whoever had taken that shot, seemed to be farther away, as nothing happened for a

short time . . . forever to those hiding. Suddenly, all Hell broke loose and more

bullets sprayed across the patio, missing the few still crouching flat on the ground.

Everyone had an escape plan, and as the assailants moved in, they had moved

around behind trees and other protection, taking aim with whatever weapons they

had. There were three men, all acting very confident as they approached the patio,

one with a rifle, and the other two with automatic pistols, intent on eliminating

them all. 

           Mateo jumped up and tried to slow down one of the assailants aiming his

weapon towards Elena. The man turned and shot one burst, hitting Matt in the

shoulder, knocking him clear. 

           Sabrina jumped up and yelled “Hey! You big son-of-a-bitch!” The man turned

and Sabrina‘s little Pico plugged a 38 calibre slug right between his eyes.

           When Nicholas saw the other man heading towards Paula, he stepped right in

his way and before the man had a chance to do anything, Nicholas’ 12 gauge

escopeta boomed, blowing a large hole in the man’s chest.

           The third man didn’t have a chance, before he could raise his weapon again,

Marko and one of his men dragged him to the ground, beating him senseless. It was

all over in minutes, and Matt had the man in handcuffs and was on his phone as

Elena treated his wounds.
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